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名前：                   

 

                         単語の日本語訳                辞書定義＝選択 

coherence (n. 首尾一貫性      )     [   6  ] 

asymmetry (n. 非対称 （※一部の辞書にある「不調和」は非対称、不均衡の結果） )     [   9  ] 

smallholder (n. 小農地所有者、小自作農 （※小作農は農地保有なし） )     [  20  ] 

kernel (n. 種実、核心      )     [  17  ] 

peripheral (adj. 周辺的な、重要でない    )     [  16  ] 

collective (adj. 集団の、集合的な （※一部の辞書にある「共通の」は不適切） )     [   4  ] 

implement (vt. 実行する、実施する、遂行する     )     [   2  ] 

address (vt. 問題等に対処する、解決に向けて努力する   )     [   3  ] 

oversee (vt. 監督する、監視する     )     [  10  ] 

duplicate (vt. 重複してやる、複製する    )     [  14  ] 

 

英英辞典の定義 

1. to find someone or obtain something 

2. to make something that has been officially decided start to happen or be used 

3. to think about a problem or a situation and decide how you are going to deal with it 

4. done or shared by all members of a group of people; involving a whole group or society 

5. happening or appearing several times 

6. the situation in which all the parts of something fit together well 

7. willing to listen to or to accept new ideas or suggestions 

8. the reverse side or the opposite side 

9. having two sides or parts that are not the same in size or shape 

10. to watch somebody/something and make sure that a job or an activity is done correctly 

11. to test a new product, idea, etc. with a few people or in a small area before it is introduced everywhere 

12. a strong desire to have or achieve something 

13. to repeat a statement or opinion in order to make your meaning as clear as possible 

14. to repeat something in exactly the same way, especially when it is unnecessary 

15. to state that something is correct or true, especially after some kind of test 

16. not as important as the main aim, part, etc. of something; connected with the outer edge of a particular area 

17. the inner part of a nut or seed; the central, most important part of an idea or a subject 

18. to break something, or be broken into a lot of small separate parts 

19. to fail to see or notice something 

20. a person who owns or rents a small piece of land for farming 


